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Abstract
An ongoing experimental study of high-speed fluid structure interaction by the Structural Sciences Center
of the United States Air Force Research Labs is presented. Previous work incorporated novel full field mea-
surement techniques like high-speed 3D digital image correlation (DIC) and fast reaction pressure sensitive
paint (PSP) for full field characterization of the phenomena. To further quantify the complex nature of the
experiment, full field strains calculated from the DIC displacement results were included in the most recent
analysis. Most recent tests also addressed thermal loading including buckling and resulting snap-through
response. The real-time strain results from a single foil strain gauge indicated the level of strains at the panel
edge were not sufficient to produce high cycle fatigue failure. However, full field DIC strain results showed
that areas near the center of the panel experienced levels of dynamic strain that would cause panel cracking
in relatively short order. Post test panel inspection revealed a 76mm crack along the spanwise trailing edge.

1 Introduction

High-speed air vehicles experienece a range of harsh conditions including high level fluctuating pressures
from a turbulent boundary layer, large thermal gradients from panel skin friction, oscillating shock wave im-
pingement, and snap-through buckling [1]. To withstand the high-speed fluctuating pressure and the 1000oF
heating from skin friction the lightweight skin stringer structure could be constructed from a lightweight
high temperature metallic such as titanium. These more traditional structural designs and materials are fairly
well understood, however certain phenomena such as shock impingement and panel thermal buckling com-
bined with dynamic snap-through lack sufficient predictive capabilities and the experimental data to validate
the required methods. The US Air Force Research Labs (AFRL) Structural Sciences Center (SSC) has
been involved in a series of high-speed fluid-structure interaction experiments in a Mach 2 wind tunnel [2].
The experiments are intended to recreate an environment a high-speed aircraft structure would encounter
but in a ground based testing environment as flight tests are either prohibitively expensive or simply not
possible. Therefore, the experiments have been able to take advantage of many new and novel high-speed
full-field measurement techniques. The desire for the full-field measurements stem from the complex nature
of the loading and resulting nonlinear skin panel response. More traditional measurement techniques like
accelerometers mass-load the lightly damped skin structure or if non-contact laser Doppler velocimetry is
available there remains a limitation on the number of simultaneous measurement points. Various configura-
tions of baseline, shock impingement, and thermal buckling load conditions were explored and displacement
and specifically strain results will be presented. The ultimate goal of the experiment was to dynamically snap-
through a buckled panel with an impinged shockwave to induce high cycle fatigue failure. This combined
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loading environment was intended to represent and better understand a worst case scenario for a high-speed
vehicle outer-mold-line structure.

2 Experimental Setup

The basic setup for the experiment did not significantly change from the previous work by the authors in the
Mach 2 wind tunnel, research cell 19 (RC-19) at AFRL [3, 4, 5, 6]. The most significant changes include the
upgrade to 4 SA-Z Photron high-speed cameras for the digital Image correlation (DIC) vibration measure-
ment of the flexible panel from the back non-flow side, the pressure sensitive paint (PSP) and temperature
sensitive paint (TSP) for full-field flexible panel pressure and temperature measurement from the front flow
side, and the high-speed shadowgraph to measure the dynamic motion of the shock impingement as seen
in figure 1. All experiments were run at a tunnel flow speed of Mach 2 and a stagnation pressure of 50 psi
and a stagnation temperature on average of about 75oF. Five shock impingement conditions were explored
including no shock, panel 1/2 length point, 1/4 length point, 1/8 length point, and panel leading edge. The
panel was machined out of a 304.8 x 152.4 x 12.7mm solid block of 4140 steel. The thin flexible region is
254 x 127 x 0.635mm. All high-speed cameras were synchronized and sampled at 5000 frames per second.
The panel thermally buckled conditions were created by heating the flow with a furnace while diverted to
atmosphere. Once the flow temperature stabilized at about 200oF the flow was directed to the test section.
The panel was thermally ”shocked” causing very large temperature difference between the panel and its tun-
nel wall boundary and therefore a very high level of buckling. As the tunnel heat soaked the temperature
difference between the two decreased until a suitable temperature difference between the tunnel and panel
was achieved for panel snap-through. Data of the panel snap-through was acquired until the temperature
difference became too low for panel buckling.

Figure 1: RC-19 fluid-structure Interaction general setup
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3 Results

Unfortunately calculated strains from DIC displacements tend to be noisy. Typical vibration displacements
are near the limit of DIC measurement sensitivity [5]. Calculating strains from measurements so near the
noise tend to amplify that noise making adequate strain results difficult to achieve. In past FSI experiments
the focus was largely on the displacements and any strain results were limited to the traditional foil strain
gauge at the steamwise center edge of the panel. More recent FSI experiments in the RC-19 included thermal
buckling with dynamic snap-through. Typically, buckled panel maximum displacements are more than twice
as much as the unbuckled panel vibration displacements [7]. The fully buckled panel peak to peak displace-
ments were on the order of 3mm. For reference the panel thickness is 0.635mm. Considering the buckled
panel displacements were so large, DIC strain results of the FSI experiment were thoroughly explored for the
first time. The most dynamic unheated panel response once again occurred with a shockwave impingement
at approximately 1/8 the panel length from the leading edge. For reference figure 2 is a snapshot of the
pressure distribution across the panel with the 1/8th panel length shock impingement. The x and y axes are
pixels where a pixel covers approximately 0.4 x 0.4mm of the panel therefore about 270 x 127mm of the
panel is represented.

Figure 2: Panel pressure distribution at a moment in time with a 1/8th panel length shock impingement

Figure 3 shows a qualitative comparison of a single moment in time full field displacement and resulting
strain of the panel with a shock impingement. It is perhaps immediately apparent the increase in noise
between the displacement in figure 3a and the strain in figure3b. This panel response case is basically
considered the lowest level random dynamic strain reasonably possible with high-speed DIC. Figure 4 shows
the time history and power spectral density (PSD) of the panel strain along the streamwise centerline at
discrete points near the leading edge, center line, and trailing edge. The root mean square (RMS) strains at
the leading edge, center line, and trailing edge are 134µε, 302µε, and 398µε respectively. It can be seen from
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the PSD that the measurement noise floor was already beginning to limit the dynamic range at about 500 Hz
resulting in only the panel first mode being fully characterized.

(a) Panel displacement (mm) (b) Panel strain (µε)

Figure 3: Contour of panel response from a shock impingement at 1/8th panel length from leading edge

Figure 4: PSD panel streamwise direction strain of (-blue) leading edge, (-green) centerline, and (-red)
trailing edge

Since the tunnel top wall consists of three separate pieces as described in Spottswood [4] the center top wall
section was removed and used for panel system identification with the expected boundary conditions. Great
care was taken to install the panel into the test frame (middle top wall section) during system identification
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testing outside of the wind tunnel. Consistent boundary conditions were achieved across multiple panel
installations following a set procedure including torquing bolts to a specified level in a consistent pattern.
Unfortunately, despite great effort the panel was not in a nominal state once it was installed into the fully
assembled wind tunnel test section. The state of the panel once installed into the wind tunnel can be seen
in figure 5. The maximum deflection near the center of the panel was nearly 0.8mm which is considered
quite large when compared to the panel nominal thickness of 0.635mm. Once again the initial deflection
condition was unavoidable however, with the aid of DIC the initial shape of the panel was explicitly known.
This bowed state of the panel combined with the panel being heated was what eventually led to the panel
flutter condition discussed next. The temperature differential was not always sufficient for the panel to be
completely buckled however, the thermal condition caused the panel to transition from one bowed state to the
other which did not occur when the flow was not heated. Flutter is being defined as large panel deflections
that are not attributed to a panel linear mode of vibration while also not technically being in a thermally
buckled state.

Figure 5: Static DIC displacement of the installed panel in the wind tunnel at atmosphere

The panel flutter condition displacement and strain contours can be seen in figure 6. Clearly the displacement
levels are now at a level that make robust dynamic strain results possible. The strain PSD in figure 7 shows
the strains are now above the measurement noise floor all the way out to the 2500 Hz Nyquist frequency. The
strain RMS at the leading edge, centerline, and trailing edge are 2109µε, 1892µε, and 1491µε respectively.
These strain levels are quite large when compared to the unheated panel and highlight the effect thermal
gradients can have on a thin constrained structure.
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(a) Panel displacement (mm) (b) Panel strain (µε)

Figure 6: Contour of panel response from first thermal condition, panel flutter

Figure 7: PSD panel streamwise direction strain of (-blue) leading edge, (-green) centerline, and (-red)
trailing edge due to flutter

An example of the thermally buckled state can be seen in the time history of three points along the spanwise
centerline of the panel in figure 8. The blue line is near the leading edge, the green line is near the streamwise
centerline, and the red line is near the trailing edge. Between the 1.5 and 2.4 second region it can bee seen
that the panel was in a buckle state. The preferred stable equilibria of the panel was the 3rd bending mode like
shape depicted by the negative displacement on the leading and trailing edge and the positive displacement
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at the streamwise centerline. The study of the panels buckled equilibria and quasi-static snap-through was
investigated by Perez [7] prior to the wind tunnel tests. Dynamic snap-through can be seen prior to 1.5
seconds and after 2.4 seconds in figure 8 with the panel continuously snapping between the two equilibrium
positions.

Figure 8: DIC displacement of buckled panel at discrete locations (-blue) leading edge, (-green) centerline,
and (-red) trailing edge

The panel thermal buckling condition displacement and strain contours are pictured in figure 9 . Shown is
the stable buckled configuration that resembles the panel third linear mode shape however, was skewed due
to the high speed flow condition. Clearly the strain results are now well above the measurement noise floor.
The strain PSD in figure 10 once again shows discrete point strain at the leading edge, centerline, and trailing
edge. It should be noted that the buckled case PSD is 1/6th the time record of the previous cases in this study
and hence the reduced number of ensemble averages. The RMS strains at the leading edge, centerline, and
trailing edge are 2093µε, 2685µε, and 1332µε respectively.

(a) Panel displacement (mm) (b) Panel strain (µε)

Figure 9: Contour of panel response from thermal buckling
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Figure 10: PSD panel streamwise direction strain of (-blue) leading edge, (-green) centerline, and (-red)
trailing edge due to snap-through buckling

The RMS strains of both the flutter and buckled cases highlight a significant point. The strain levels experi-
enced by the panel during the thermal cases are sufficient to result in high cycle fatigue. The panel material
was 4140 steel which is the same material used in the wind tunnel test section. This panel specimen ma-
terial was an attempt to avoid large coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) differential between the tunnel
walls and the panel. Unfortunately, steel 4140 is a particularly strong material with an ultimate strength of
approximately 1034MPa. According to the DIC full field strain results the peak RMS strain experienced by
the panel was equivalent to approximately 552MPa. However, the 552MPa loading experienced by the panel
was accumulating cycles at about 250Hz. Approximations of panel life at these loading levels would indicate
the panel would crack and thus fail in less than 30 minutes of test time under those conditions. To highlight
the importance of the full field results obtained with high-speed 3D DIC, the discrete foil strain gauge at the
panel edge streamwise centerline for the same buckled panel test conditions measured only 420µε as seen
in figure 11. Unfortunately, as the panel was being initially installed into the wind tunnel the foil gauge
bond to the panel failed. A new gauge was quickly applied to the panel however, it was not possible to
properly reapply a DIC pattern therefore no direct comparison of DIC strain to gauge strain was possible. A
qualitative comparison is instead shown in figure 12 where the DIC strain line is calculated using facets 130
and 147 further confirming the relatively low strain levels at that particular location. Based on the real-time
foil gauge results during testing it was believed the strain the panel was experiencing was not of sufficient
level and therefore it was decided the panel would not crack thus failure was not pursued further. However,
once the panel was removed from the wind tunnel it was discovered that the panel had indeed experienced a
76mm crack along the trailing edge as seen in figure 13.
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Figure 11: Digital zoom of panel foil strain gauge at streamwise panel centerline and surrounding DIC
measurement points

Figure 12: PSD of panel spanwise direction strain of (-blue) DIC strain line and (-red) foil gauge
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Figure 13: Panel specimen trailing edge post-test with highlight around crack

3.1 Conclusions

An extensive study of high-speed fluid-structure interaction on a flexible panel has been conducted in a Mach
2 wind tunnel. Most recently a study of the strain results from thermal buckling of the panel was undertaken.
In previous tests the noise associated with the high-speed 3D DIC strain results made a study of the full
field strain difficult if not unproductive. With the addition of thermal buckling to the test procedure sufficient
levels of displacements and therefore strain were achieved to make a full field strain analysis feasible. Results
indicate that not only were the random dynamic strain levels large enough to be quantified by DIC, but were
of a sufficient level to induce high cycle fatigue failure. Initial fatigue predictions of the panel based on
the maximum strains measured with DIC indicate that the panel would fail in a relatively short test time
of approximately 30 minutes. However, due to the real-time foil gauge strain results further efforts to fail
the panel were abandon. Ultimately, it was discovered during post-test inspection that the panel had indeed
cracked just before testing was concluded achieving the final test goal of panel failure due to combined
loading of turbulent boundary layer and thermal buckling with snap-through.
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